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Abstract:
A ones adder is an important circuit block that is required in many varying applications. This work
proposes a design that largely relies on passive transmission-gate multiplexers. Many variations
are suggested that can inherently generate a thermometer coded output or one-hot encoded output.
The proposed structure has area and power that increases with order n2 for a n number of inputs. A
folding technique is then suggested that reduces the area/power to order n log(n). The folded
PLINCO also has a cell-based structure that aids in layout and makes it possible to be added to a
digital standard cell library.
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I. Introduction
This paper introduces a new architecture for implementing a digital ones
adder and similar circuits. The original motivation of this work was with regard to
bubble correction in flash analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and therefore will
be discussed in this context; however, the applications of a new structure for
digital addition are much broader than the specific context considered here.
Flash architecture ADCs are the preferred ADC architecture for highspeed applications [1, 2]. Flash-based ADCs consist of an input that is connected
to a set of comparators that are all given different references, which are equally
spaced by a least-significant-bit (LSB) voltage. This can be achieved by using an
equal-valued resistor string. Each clock cycle, every comparator produces either a
"high" or "low" result (i.e. 1 or 0) depending on whether the input is higher or
lower than the reference given to that comparator. This implies that there are
many (2N–1) (where N is the number of bits) comparator outputs; however, if
there is negligible comparator offset and the references are monotonic, then there
will be only one transition between 1 and 0 outputs, e.g. "1111100" as a possible
3-bit flash output. This is called a thermometer code. The 1-to-0 transition can be
found, for example, by adding digital XOR gates with one input connected to a
comparator output and the other input connected to the adjacent comparator
output. All XOR outputs will be 0 except for the XOR gate with differing inputs,
e.g. "0000100". This resulting code of all 0s and a single 1 is called a "one-hot
code," since only one wire has a digital 1. A one-hot coded result is typically
converted to binary using a lookup-table ROM or a wired-OR matrix [3].
If comparator offset is large enough to not be negligible (or the
monotonicity of the references is not guaranteed), then there can be "bubble
errors" in this transition. First-order bubble errors (those occurring adjacent to the
1-to-0 transition, e.g. "1110100") can be easily corrected for, but if higher-order
bubble errors can occur, the digital bubble error correction becomes increasingly
complex. At some point it is necessary to sum the total number of 1 outputs with a
ones adder to avoid catastrophic glitches from the decoder [3]. Since there is a
steady trend in integrated circuits to be scaled in their dimensions [4, 5], we can
expect scaled transistor variability to increase at each new technology node [6].
This device variation leads to large random offsets in comparators; so large that it
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has been proposed to use random comparator offsets as comparator references
(instead of a resistor string) [7–9]. Since in these designs there is no thermometer
coded output, conventional digital adder trees [1, 10] must be used as ones adders.
The power and area required for the ones adder is significant in this type of design
and can even exceed the power used by the comparators themselves. In this paper
we present an alternative to a full-adder-based ones adder by making a
multiplexer-based structure that performs the same function.

II. Thermometer code generating PLINCO
Combining multiplexers (muxes) as shown in Fig. 1 will create a circuit
we are calling a passive linear counter (PLINCO). "Linear counter" since the
output is a count of the number 1s in the input, and the output is not inherently
binary. In order to make this circuit passive (and more efficient), each digital mux
is implemented as a passive transmission gate Fig. 2. The digital input to the
PLINCO examples in this paper can be thought of as the output of a 3-bit flash
ADC with a very nonmonotonic output (here the flash output is completely
scrambled), or as some random digital vector that needs to be summed or sorted.
Each digital input is a select line for one row of muxes (denoted as S and S-bar in
Fig. 2). The unary-weighted digital word that appears above a row of muxes is
then shifted right or shifted left depending on whether the select line is 0 or 1,
respectively. If shifted left, a digital 1 is shifted in from the right; if shifted right, a
digital 0 is shifted from the left. In this manner, after each row of muxes the
digital word grows by one bit until the final output is the same length as the
original PLINCO input; however, the output is now sorted into a perfect
thermometer code.
A thermometer code generating PLINCO can also be used in the case
where there are two thermometer codes coming from separate ADCs that must be
combined into a single thermometer code. With out using a PLINCO the
thermometer codes must be converted to binary, summed with binary addition,
then converted back into a thermometer code. This technique of using a
multiplexer-based approach was used in [11] to combine the outputs of two
quantizers whose combined output needed to be fed to a dynamic element
matching block in the form of a thermometer code. This approach was found to be
faster and more efficient than a thermometer-to-binary-to-thermometer approach.
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III. Majority-vote PLINCO
In some instances it may only be important to know whether there are
more 1s or more 0s, rather than the total number of 1s; we call this a majority-vote
[12]. A majority-vote circuit can be easily implemented as a thermometer code
generating PLINCO where only the middle of the thermometer code output is
important, therefore the superfluous muxes can be removed. An example of a 7input majority-vote PLINCO is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. One-hot code generating PLINCO
As indicated in the introduction, sometimes a thermometer code is less
desirable than a one-hot code since the latter can connect directly into a lookuptable or wired-OR matrix. By flipping each mux in a thermometer code generating
PLINCO upside-down, the result is a PLINCO that gives a one-hot coded output
(Fig. 4). In this variation, the digital word a single digital 1 that is shifted left or
right depending on the next row's select line. The final location of the single 1 in
the digital output indicates the total number of 1s present in the input to the
PLINCO.
This same function could be implemented as a shift register with a single
bit as digital 1 and the rest as digital 0. One at a time, each digital input value
shifts the register left or right. Once all of the digital input values have been
processed, the location of the 1 in the shift register tells you the total number of
left shifts minus the total number of right shifts. This shift register implementation
sequentially processes the input vector, whereas PLINCO spatially processes the
input vector.
One major advantage of the one-hot code generating PLINCO over the
thermometer code generating PLINCO is that since each mux either propagates
the single 1 or merely propagates nothing. Since a NMOS transistor will pass a
digital 0 quickly but a PMOS transistor will pass a digital 1 quickly, the muxes do
not need both NMOS and PMOS transmission paths if only a single digital
polarity is propagated. In fact, all of the muxes can be replaced with the simpler
version shown in Fig. 5 (assuming that the outputs are reset to 0 each cycle).
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V. Folded PLINCO
The two previous PLINCO architectures are very efficient for a small
number of inputs, yet if the number of inputs n is very large, the number of muxes
required increases with quadratically, proportional to n2. This implies that area
and power will follow the same order. Also, since PLINCO is defined as being
passive, each row of muxes increases the time-constant such that buffers would
need to be placed every certain number (e.g. 8) of mux rows. To combat both the
quadratic increase in area and the need for buffers, a PLINCO can be folded into
cells of many smaller PLINCOs.
Fig. 6 visualizes this motivation and the wasted area for a large number of
inputs. Fig. 6(a) shows a one-hot generating PLINCO with some large number of
inputs. Once the single digital 1 has propagated sufficiently through the PLINCO
the number of muxes required to continue propagating the digital value is less (in
some cases much less) than the number of muxes that actually remain. Fig. 6(b) is
a folded PLINCO with the same number of inputs. The number of muxes are
reduced by partitioning the PLINCO at every boundary where the number of mux
outputs reaches some value. Combination logic can decide whether the
propagating digital value is in the most-left portion or the most-right portion of
the mux outputs. The knowledge of most-left vs. most-right is akin to the carry bit
from a full adder and can be processed elsewhere, such as in another PLINCO.
This same logic will correctly propagate the digital value to the next, smaller row
of muxes, and the propagation continues. By logically propagating to the next
row, the folding logic also acts as a buffer to the next stage, which would be
required anyway.
The other advantage is that once it has been decided to set the partitioning
such that each PLINCO stage propagates to some number of outputs, then folds
the output by some factor, the overall design can be constructed by cascading
multiple folded PLINCO "cells." An example of two 72-input folded PLINCO
designs with different partitioning parameters can be seen in Fig. 7. The first
design (Fig. 7(a)) allows each stage to propagate the output to 16 possible mux
outputs. Combinational logic will then decide if the signal is in the leftmost 8
outputs or the rightmost 8 outputs. This decision is then passed to another
PLINCO; however, the "carry" has a bit-weight of 8. Another design (Fig. 7(b))
allows each stage to propagate the output to only 8 possible mux outputs.
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Therefore the carry bit from this folding logic is only worth a bit-weight of 4. It
can be seen that in this design, the PLINCO that processes the carry information
also contains folding logic that is again passed to an additional PLINCO. Area and
power for a folded PLINCO is proportional to n∙log(n), instead of n2, on the
number of inputs, making it more viable when the number of inputs is very large.
The optimum number of inputs per cell and folding factor will depend on a variety
of factors. Folding saves area by eliminating muxes; however, the folding logic
will have some area and power overhead. The ratio of this overhead to the overall
savings will drive the choice of inputs per cell and folding factor to achieve an
optimized design.
An implementation of a 4-input folded PLINCO cell with a folding factor
of 2 can be seen in Fig. 8. Here it can be seen that the combinational logic passes
on either the leftmost 4 PLINCO outputs or the rightmost 4 outputs, yet their
relative position is maintained. The reason that there are two 4-input NOR gates to
generate the carry bit is to generate both the "S" and "Sbar" signals required for
the muxes. A transistor-level implementation of the same PLINCO cell can be
seen in Fig. 9. The digital gates are implemented as dynamic logic gates to save
area, and dynamically reset the PLINCO outputs to digital 1, since the muxes will
only pass a digital 0. In this design a digital 0 was chosen to be the polarity that is
propagated since it allows the use of NMOS only muxes which should be faster is
a typical CMOS technology.
When making a comparison to a full-adder based design, it is interesting to
note that a full adder is actually a subset of a folded PLINCO design. Consider the
implementation of a 2-input folded PLINCO cell with a folding factor of 2 (Fig.
10), and it will be recognized as a conventional full adder. In short, with the
invention of the folded PLINCO architecture, a designer has more flexibility in
designing a ones adder than being constrained to using only conventional full
adders.
To quantitatively compare a folded PLINCO based ones adder to a
conventional Wallace adder, a 64-input ones adder was implemented using each
architecture. The folded PLINCO cell used was the 4-input cell with a folding
factor of 2 seen in Fig. 8. The circuits were implemented in a 0.18μm CMOS
technology, and parasitic extraction was obtained for each cell. Simulation of the
combinational logic delay and power consumption of the two designed were
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measured. As shown in Table I, there is a 37% improvement in power-delay
product for the PLINCO design over a conventional Wallace tree. To decrease the
delay further it should be possible to include pipelining logic in the folding logic,
giving the design a higher throughput at the cost of latency. Depending on the
system level requirements, pipelining the PLINCO may be acceptable.

VI. Conclusion
The passive linear counter was presented. If a system has unordered unaryweighted outputs, a ones adder must be used to decode the output. Typically a
ones adder is a Wallace tree structure with conventional full adders and introduces
significant delay, area, and power consumption. By introducing the PLINCO, a
designer has another option to try and find an optimum design. In this paper we
have proposed many variations of PLINCOs each with differing benefits. An
exciting aspect of the PLINCO is the high design flexibility and the fact that it can
be easily modified to be used in many design applications.
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Fig. 1 A thermometer code generating passive linear counter (PLINCO) which has an output with
the same number of 1s as the input, but are sorted into a thermometer code

Fig. 2 Two transmission gates form a passive multiplexer
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1
Fig. 3 A majority-vote PLINCO outputs '1' if there were more 1s than 0s in the input
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Fig. 4 A one-hot generating PLINCO has one output whose position indicates the number of 1s in
the input vector

Fig. 5 Two PMOS transistors create a multiplexer that can only propagate a digital 1 quickly, yet
has smaller area compared to using transmission gates
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Fig. 6 (a) After an input has rippled through a significant portion of a PLINCO, there are many
multiplexers (drawn as triangles) that are not capable of receiving the signal and will be unused (b)
By partitioning a PLINCO at various rows and determining the inputs location allows the PLINCO
to be folded, dramatically reducing the number of multiplexers required for a large number of
inputs
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Fig. 7 (a) A folded PLINCO using 8-input folding PLINCO cells with a folding factor of 2 and 72
digital inputs (b) A folded PLINCO using 4-input folding PLINCO cells with a folding factor of 2
and 72 digital inputs
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Fig. 8 Gate-level implementation of a 4-input folded PLINCO cell with a folding factor of 2
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Fig. 9 Transistor-level implementation of a 2-input folded PLINCO cell with a folding factor of 2
using dynamic "domino" logic
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Sum
Fig. 10 Gate-level implementation of a 2-input folded PLINCO cell with a folding factor of 2,
which is also a PLINCO implementation of a conventional full-adder

Folded

Conventional

PLINCO

Wallace Tree

Power

645 μW

1587 μW

Delay

1420 ps

914 ps

Power*Delay

916 fJ

1451 fJ

Table I Power, delay, and power-delay-product (PDP) of two 64-input ones adder in 0.18μm
CMOS. The folded PLINCO shows a 37% improvement in PDP.
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